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HARDWAXOIL TITAN 
For the best possible protection 



0    The structure of the tested surface is strongly damaged. 
1    Strong marks are visible. The structure of the tested 
      surface has changed.
2   Strong marks are visible. The structure of the tested 
      surface is almost undamaged.

3   Slight change in color or gloss. The structure of the tested 
     surface has not changed.
4   Barely visible changes in color or gloss.
5   No visible changes.

Water Detergent Aceton Ethanol Red wine Vinegar Olive oil Milk Coffee Tea Mustard Ammonia

TIME 24u 24u 180 sec. 24u 24u 24u 24u 24u 24u 24u 24u 8u

MATT/SILK/SATIN 5 5 4 4 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 3

Maintenance :
Regular maintenance of oiled floors can avoid expensive and time-consuming renovations. It is  
recommended to follow the maintenance program of Ciranova for an optimal condition of the floor. For 
regular maintenance, we recommend parquet soap Ciranova. For periodic maintenance, use Maintenance 
Oil Ciranova. In case of heavy soiling, first use intensive cleaner Ciranova.

Chemical resistances

Tests according norm EN 13442



Hardwaxoil TITAN 

Hardwaxoil TITAN is an innovative oil that is suitable for finishing wooden floors and furniture. Hardwaxoil TITAN provides good 
filling, natural protection and provides the wood with excellent chemical and mechanical resistance. The Hardwaxoil TITAN has a 
long open time, which makes it excellently suitable for application with a roller. The resistances can be further improved by adding 
a 5% hardener (optional). Hardwaxoil TITAN is the ideal finishing coat on top of colored Hardwaxoil like Hardwaxoil, Hardwaxoil 
Magic and UN1CO.

Application :
The Hardwaxoil TITAN can be easily applied with a roller or  eventually 
with a floor buffer, brush or cloth. Hard wood types like oak require at 
least 2 layers. Multiple layers can be applied for softer wood types. For 
exotic wood types, the Hardwaxoil TITAN should be tested before-
hand. Hardwaxoil TITAN is also suited for industrial application with 
a rollercoater

Drying times :
Recoatable after +/- 8 hours. Drying times are dependent on the 
 applied quantity, temperature, humidity and ventilation.

Gloss level :
Hardwaxoil TITAN is available in Matt, Silk and Satin

Consumption :
With roller : 25-30 m²/liter per layer
With floor buffer : 40-50 m²/liter per layer

Available sizes :
4 x 2,5 liter
6 x 0,75 liter

  Highly suited for application with a roller
 Provides a natural protection

  Has a long open time  
 Excellent chemical andc  
 mechanical resistance

For the best possible protectionFor the best possible protectionFor the best possible protection
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Tel +32 (0)51 30 11 40 | Fax +32 (0)51 31 26 48 | ciranova@ciranova.be

Ciranova is a high quality brand produced by Debal Coatings,  
with more than 80 years of expertise in the field of finishing and maintenance products  

for wood flooring, furniture and other wooden objects. Thanks to the full range of colours, 
reactive stains, varnishes, oils, waxes and maintenance products,  

Ciranova is a lead supplier of wood preservatives for the woodworking industry.


